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A PORTABLE SAWMILL FOR TEE MCDONALD FOREST

INTRODUCTION

The Oregon State College School of Forestry should

have a small sawmill for the training and use of students.

As almost all leading Forest schools in the United States are

equipped with mills, it becomes all the more imperative that

Oregon State College have this additional equipment to offer

Eoreetry students. In years to come the McDonald Forest will

produce sufficient saw-timber to warrant the construction of

a small portable sawmill.

MANAGEMENT PLAN

General

In order to determine the size of mill to build in

a certain area, it is necessary to know the quantity, average

size, type, and amount of timber to be cut each year. There

fore, it would be desirous to inaugurate a. management plan.

As there has not been a final manageEient plan completed for

the McDonald Forest, it is necessary for me to use the data

gathered "by the Management class in 1936.

Area

The McDonald Forest has 6,920 acres, all of which

will produce a good crop of timber. The total timbered area

includes 4,395 acres, while 2,525 acres are restocked.
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Stand

The stand is composed of Douglas Fir with the

accompanying undercover. There are five age classes and

three site classes, the greatest amount being of site three.

The oldest age class, considered overmature, will be cut dur

ing the first decade. All material above the sixty year

class will be cut during the regulatory period.

The following table shows the forest by age classes,

site classes and volumes.

Age

Class

Si1

ATSa

te #2

Volume

Sit

Area

e #3

Vo lume

Site #4

Area Volume

200 100 3,000 90 2,772 100 4,300

00-200 335 10,050 295 6,795 475 lb,875

60-100 670 17,420 940 19,920 120 2,500

£0- 60 480 4,024 675 4,563 105 1,525

1- 20 10

Open 880 1075 570

The average size of timber ranges from 26" to 30" in

diameter. The total merchantable volume is 83,63211 feet board

measure.

Cut

The annual cut is 1,226- M on 49.4 acres. This cut

is derived by using all site classes in the computation, and

putting the variation in the acreage cut.

Periodical cut is 12.265M on 494 acres.



L:bcr

The labor supply for logging the area and operating

the mill will come from the students and from nea,rby families.

The working season will last about four months of

the year, (1226.5M * 4 2 306.6M per month), and will necessi

tate a mill cutting from 10M to 14M feet per day.
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LOGG DIG

General

In small mills the methods of operation vary in

response to the natural factors. it is well to remember that

the output of a mill is no greater than its logging capacity,

and the success of a mill depends largely upon the efficiency

of its logging department. However, this mill is not planned

to be b money making proposition but to pay for itself while

giving actual experience to students.

The topography of the Mo Donald Forest is made up of

slopes ;nd ridges, but Eiost are of a degree easily negotiated

by tractors or terms.

Falling and Bucking

In a small mill operation of this type, a two man

falling crew and one bucker would suffice. The timber should

be clear cut to a diameter of 12" and bucked in lengths of 24'

to 32'. The mill will not be able to handle logs over 32' in

length.

Log lengths should be arranged so that the clear or

straight sections of individual logs and the knotty or crooked

ones are bunched separately.

Skidding

Skidding methods vary according to the natural con

ditions, but it ha.e been found that in small operations the

tractor method predominates because it is the most economical.
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In some small operations light-power yarders mounted on trucks

or tractors are used.

1 suggest that the best method of logging would be

to use a Cletrac or Caterpillar "60" with a yarding drum and

detachable bulldozer blade, a number of feet of 1" yarding

and choker line would be necessary. The approximate cost of

the tractor unit, including all equipment, would be ;,58,0G0.

The best method of yarding would be to have the

fallers fell the trees toward a specified landing, to which a

road has been constructed by the bulldozer unit, and then to

h«ve the "6C" skid the logs to this landing, where they would

be lOcded onto a truck.

Loading

Lording could be done with either a gin-pole loader

or an elevated log rack. The "60" could be used to operate

the gin-pole.

Hauling

a major advantage in operating a small mill arises

from the ability to keep the h«,ulmg distance short. Portable

mills, as a rule, try to get the bulk of their legs within a

quarter of a mile of the mill. Such hauling is done either by

team and wagon or by small trucks. Trucks are.used when dis

tance and time are the big factors. Hauling is usually the

first part of an operation to be held up by bad weather.
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A l£ ton truck with trailer costs approximately

$1,200 and will average about ten miles to a gallon of gas#

Depreciation runs at least 35 cents per M. Upkeep runs about

;35.C0 per year and tires about $150.00*

Loads per trip would run from 1,000 to 3,000 feet,

and the nuraber of trips per day would depend chiefly upon

mileage and type of road. Roughly speaking, about five loads

can be hauled daily from a point five miles distant from the

mill.

Scaling

Scaling may be done either at the landing in the

woods or on the mill deck.

Cost

The approximate itemized costs for logging would be

as follows:

Per M basis

Falling and bucking .50
Wire rope .06
Transportation 1.50
Labor .30

Road construction .05

Risk and insurance .10
Maintenance .25
Supplies, fuel, etc. .05

Total cost |2.81 per M
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MILLING

General

The aim in milling is to gain the highest possible

values as cheaply as possible. To insure maximum values,

lumber manufacturers must capitalize on grades, widths, and

lengths, and must see that the product conforms to standard

thickness and is handled to minimize degrades. The standard

method of keeping costs down is to get volume by increasing

speed, minimizing interruptions, and increasing the quality

of material by more accurate cutting.

Location of the Mill

Ordinarily, locating a mill so that it will be near

a shipping point, and yet near the log supply, is quite a

problem for the mill owner. In the case of a portable mill,

the owner usually move* his mill to keep it close to his tim

ber supply and prefers paying the transportation costs of

shipping his sawn lumber to hauling his logs over a long dis

tance.

The McDonald forest has a number of ideal sites on

which to locate a small portable mill. Perhaps the most ideal

site is on the Lewisberg road in the northeast corner of

Section 9, where at present there is an old mill site avail

able. This is an ideal loca-ticn in conjunction with the log

supply and as a central shipping point, i'rom this point it is

approximately three miles to the railroad junction at Lewis

berg, and the site is directly adjacent to the timber supply,

so that all log hauls to the mill would be relatively short.
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Other elements in favor of this site are the available water

supply from, the adjacent creek and the excellent drainage

that the site offers.

Type and Size of Mill

The main types of small portables in use in the

present day are the band and the circular sawmills. Although

portable band mills are in the minority in the Pacific North

west, they are becoming more popular even though the initial

cost is greater.

I am suggesting the installation of «, band mill

because:

1. Band saw kerf is 3/32", whereas the circular saw kerf

is 5/16".

2. Mi scuts are practically eliminated in an efficient

band mill.

3. Hourly production of lumber per man is nearly twice

as much with the portable band mill as with the

circular mill.

4. Twice as much power is required to saw a given amount

of lumber with the circular as is needed with the

band mill.

5. &}o to 1C£ more band sawed than circular sawed lumber

can be loaded on a truck.

6. a 17 gauge band saw 8" wide and 21' long for a 42M

band mill costs G54.00, whereas a 60" inserted tooth

circular saw costs $200.00.
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7. Thick, over size, rough lumber coming from the portable

circular mill is hard on planing mill machinery. With

the band saw, over size sawing can be eliminated to a

great extent.

8. .Regardless of log scale used, a greater overrun can be

had from the band mill.

9. Eventually the band will replace the circular mill in

large operations, and if the School of forestry can

give its students pratical work in band mill operation,

they will be better prepared to meet the problems of a

band sawmill.

Probably the outstanding disadvantages of the band

mill are:

1. Initial cost is more than for the circular mill.

2. Moving band mill is more difficult than moving circular

mill.

3. More mechanical ability is required to keep it in sh«,pe.

Although the initial cost of the band mill is greater

than of the circular mill, the band mill is more economical in

the long run. i'or example, using the following set of figures

furnished me by Clark Bros. Co.:

a Clark 42" portable band mill outfit complete sells

for approximately ^7,000. This mill will produce 1,500

feet of 1" boards per hour.

A well-made circular mill sells for about $4,000, a,nd

under good management will saw 1,000 feet of 1" boards per

hour.
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Assuming that these mills are installed on a 2,00PM

foot tract of timber and that the band mill produces 10%

more lumber tha,n does the circular mill { in actual

practice this percent -varies from 10% to 15%), operators

would then secure 200,000 additional feet of lumber with

the band mill.

Assuming that the average log run selling price of

this lumber is |25.00 per M, there would be an increa.se

in the gross income of 05,000.

The size of mill that I believe would be most appro

priate for this operation would be a 42" band mill that mould

produce from 10M to 12M feet of sawn lumber per eight hour day.

This mill will handle logs up to 37" in diameter.

Power

This mill can be operated by a 60 H. P. power unit,

but, to take care of overload requirements and the operation

of extra equipment, 1 believe that a 75 H. P. unit would be

better.

as to the choice of power, an electrically driven

mill must be powered above peak load requirements or the

difficulties will arise of blowing out fuses and burning up

the motor. In the steam or gas powered mill, the load can be

reduced before stalling the engine. I believe the best choice

of power would be a 75 H. P. Diesel motor, because the cost of

operation would be much lower than with a, steam or electric

unit, and the efficiency would be greater.
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The question might arise Why doesn't the mill

use its own SciWdust to operate a steam engine and save on

fuel cost? This might be a question for debate, but I feel

assured that by the time an investment would be made in a

boiler, steam engine, and the necessary steam equipment the

increased cost would not warrant the use of steam, and in all

probability the sawdust and slab-wood could be sold at cost.

a used Diesel engine of the required H. P. can be

purchased at the Alaska JunK Co. for approximately ,£250.00.

Layout of Mill

See attached mill plans which are drawn to scale

and show location of general equipment.

Labor

The number of men necessary to operate a mill of

this size and type are:

1 Carriageman 1 Trimmerman

1 Sawyer 1 Green-chain man

1 iMgerman
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I

THE CLARK 42' BAND MILL

WITH

CARRIAGE AND FEED WORKS

CLARK BROS. CO. OLEAN NY. U.S.A.

12 STEEL WHEELS-

4Q* R.R.RAIL-

BALL BEARING ROLL

FOR PRESSURE GUIDE

»LL STEEL SAW CATCHER

SAW 8" WIDE 17 OAUOE 22n S LONO

CARRIAGE FEED WORKS

0>

a
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The Clark 42" Mill. The smallest and the most portable mill ever built. Takes a band saw 8" wide 17
gauge. Will handle logs 34" dia. and will produce 1500 to 2000' of 1" boards perhour.

CLARK BROS. CO., OLEAN, N.Y.



Equipment and Costs for Mill

Cost H.P.

Overhead log turner,including chain and hook-- § 120.CO b
42" Band mill, including tracks, 24' carriage,

and all necessary equipment 7000,00 5b
Rolls 50 steel pipe, ball bearing at $16 each- 480.00
•dger inside width 56", maximum thickness 4",

5 solid steel saws 14" diameter 172.00 10
Trimmer saws 6' to 24' lengths handled. 140'

conveyor chain for green chain included . 4bO.CC 10
Overhead swing cut-off s«w "'cod frame, 3Gnsaw- 70.00 2
Shafting—line shaft 5"di«Eieter, 60' at .59/'- 5b.40
Shafting—edger and trim saw 10' at .b9/foot,

1 lb/lb" diameter b.90
.Belt tightener 10.00
Pulleys and shifting to run conveyor 10.00
Conveyor 100' long. Chain included • 200.00 2
Convejror 2b' long. Chain included. For edger— bO.CO l£
Conveyor 14* long. Chain included. For Kill 27.00 if
Filing room equipment, complete 7b.00 1
Diesel engine, 7b H.P. 250.00
Miscellaneous equipment pulleys, shafting ,

hangers, end thrusts, safety set collars,
couplings, Babbitted hearings, belting,
sleeve couplings, friction pulleys, machined
nuts and bolts, washers, kegs of spikes and
roofing nails for construction, oil, grease,
carriage bolts of various sizes, extra cable
and chain, general building supplies, Diesel
fuel, y«rd wagons to haul lumber, fire barrels
and buckets, extra band saws, extra edger and
trimmer saws, cement for foundations, tool
kit, extra parts for Carriage and band mill,
galvoniaed iron plate, small block and tackle,
extra conveyor fixtures, flange couplings,
pillow box, shifter fork and lever, friction
gears, cant hook, taper block 2b00.00

Total cost 0H»445.5C

Total H.P. 6a
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OF^RATIj'G- TACKITICUS

General

Under operating technique I believe should "be dis

cussed such matters ae setting up and running machines, shel

ter of the mill, moving the mill, fitting and operating saws,

making lumber, drying, grading and merchandising.

Poor mechanical practises ere commonly found in small

mills of this type, usually due to faulty location of machinery,

underrating normal power demands, and lack of Care and hard

treatment of the machinery in general. In setting up the mill

it is good practise to level and align all the machines so that

the belts center the pulleys. The machines should be spaced

to allow efficient belt tension. ./hen a belt is slack, a

tightener should be placed near the smaller pulley.

Continuous "belts have more power delivery and strength

than have laced belts. Dressing for the purpose of preventing

slippage is usually «n indication that alignment, tension, or

belt choice is faulty. On the other hand, dressing to preserve

the belt is recommended. Leather belts should always be run

with the flesh side out, and if laced they should be put on so

that the thin edge of the spliqe or the outside face comes to

the pulley last.

The life of the machinery will be materially increased

by constructing a proper mill building. The building material

ct.n be furnished by the mill after the machinery has been set up.

a great percentage of miscuts may be brought on by

faulty conditioning of the saw, using worn parts, poor set up,

or careless operation. Observation has shown that no type of
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mill is able to cut to the accuracy of 1/32", and the small

mill which cuts 1/5 of its boards at the intended thickness is

comparatively efficient. In most small mills the sawyer cuts

most of his boards too thick in order that the thin rejects

will not be excessive.

Sawing

Douglas Fir logs up to 10" DIB are usually sawed alive,

slabbed, turned 180* , and sawed without further turning. With

logs greater than 10" in diameter, the custom is to saw to grade,

slab one side, then turn down 90*and repeat on all four faces,

king the cant into dimension or stringers.

As there is a taper set on the carriage of this mill,

it is relatively simple to practise taper sawing to get the

maximum of high grade material from the logs with a great amount

of taper.

The sawing sizes used "by small mill operators in the

Fir region are:

For all 1" stock, set up 1 3/32".

For all 2" stock, set up 1 7/8".

F©r all 3" plank, set up 2 7/8".

Timbers 4x4 to 8x8 should be sawed 1/4" scanty isn/ess other-

Ur/sc specified.

judging

In this mill all cants will have to be cut on the

head saw, and the edger will function more as if it were a re-

saw. The eager I have suggested will take planks up to 4" in

thickness.
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The head rig may be used as an eager for heavier

material. Using the head rig as an edger is usually practised

in small mills but does not permit the operator to secure the

highest quality from individual boards unless the sawyer has

had considerable practise in this line of work.

Trimming

The chief objects in trimming lumber are to cut the

ends of the board so that they will be square, to cut a board

into two or more pieces of standard lengths, »nd to raise the

grade. The first two operations are mechanical, and the last

operation depends upon the skill of the trimmerman. He must

decide whether the elimination of a portion of a board will

increase the value sufficiently to justify the loss in volume,

since length sometimes influences market value.

Yard Piling and Drying

Where lumber is moved loy small wagons, as will be

the case in this yard, the yard should be placed so that the

product coaling from the green chain can be taken on a slight

down grade to every part of the yard. This plan facillitates

transportation in the yard and will keep down operating costs

if the pill is put on a steady sawing schedule.

Storage and seasoning yards should be laid out as

compactly as possible, and, as long as there is ample space

available, no attempt should be made to place lumber in high

piles.
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The yard should be on a well-drained site, because

lumber dries slowly when the surface of the ground is wet. A

good circulation of air is also essential to rapid drying. in

air drying, the rate of drying can be speeded or retarded

through choice of piling method. Flat piling is relatively

slow if not well stuck, but increasing space between each layer

will increase drying rate. Barrowing the piles, providing

chimneys, and using thicker, narrower stickers aid drying.

To minimize damage from rain, snow and sun, courses

should be laid with a slope from front to rear at a pitch of

about 1" to the foot.

To decrease warp, support the pile adequately, use

stickers of uniform thickness, support each tier at the founda

tion, place successive courses to follow the pitch given the

front of the pile, and use as many stickers as necessary.

Marketing

The question will probably be asked Where can

this mill market its products? as the lumber produced will

be unsurfaced, the outlet will probably be local, eitner to

consumers of rough construction or to local yards for further

standardization.

There are two marketing methods practised by small

mill operators. Either the operator standardises only a few

items and grades and markets chiefly through wholesalers, or

he sells to local agents for further standardization. This

latter method permits the sawing of many different sizes and

will be adequate to compete over a wider sector of the ccn-
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sumer market.

Information on the location and requirements of wood

using industries is available upon request from the West Coast

Lumberman's Association or from the State Forester. The

Department of Commerce has also compiled lists of 1400 whole

sale concerns that handle products of the small rill.

CONCLUSION

It is reasonably safe to say that a mill of this

type would "be able to pay for itself in a period of eight or

ten years with the amount of timber it would Saw, and certainly

more than pay for itself as a demonstration mill to be run by

Forestry students. I fully realize that it will be a number of

years before the timber in the McDonald Forest will be utilized,

out I do believe that it is important that the School of

Forestry of Oregon State College have its own mill in order to

compete with other Forest schools.
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